
VicTESOL Webinar-  
Teaching Grammar: 
A Deductive Approach

Thank you for joining us for this webinar. The webinar will begin 
at 3.45pm (Australian Eastern Standard Time).

During the webinar:
• Use the chat function to post questions relating to technical 

difficulties.
• Use the Q&A function to ask questions relating to the 

presentation for the presenter to address at the end of the 
session.  

• Please email victesol@victesol.vic.edu.au for general inquiries 
or for assistance during the webinar.  

Julia Lippold
VicTESOL Webinar 2020

mailto:victesol@victesol.vic.edu.au


Acknowledgement of Country

I would like to acknowledge this Land on which I present to you from today -- the Traditional Lands of 

the Boon Wurrung and Wurundjeri peoples of the Kulin Nation -- and the Lands on which you are 

currently situated and pay my respects to the elders, past, present and emerging. I respect and support 

their Spiritual, Physical, Economical, Intellectual and Emotional relationship with their Country. I would 

also like to acknowledge the custodians of Melbourne and that their inherent Cultural and Spiritual 

beliefs continue to sustain the living Wurundjeri People and First Nations People today. 



Teaching Grammar: A 
Deductive Approach

Julia Lippold - EAL Coordinator (Years 7-12) & English Teacher at Lauriston Girls’ School; Founder and Creator of 
Zealous English  

julialippold@gmail.com 

lippoldju@lauriston.vic.edu.au

info@zealousenglish.com 
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Who am I? 

EAL Coordinator and English Teacher at Lauriston Girls’ School

Founder and Creator of ‘Zealous English’

All materials will be available at conclusion of session via a Google Drive folder

as well as additional presentations I have made this year.  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/19D62t9kIgjEaoTyrJXA1qOEdjGdd1aHP?usp=sharing


Overview of Today’s Session 

3:45 - 4:05 pm (Session 1)

● Presenter Background, Introductory Activities, and Why Grammar is Important 

4:05 - 5:00pm (Session 2)

● Morphology – Parts of Speech & Nominalisation

5:00 - 5:15pm Questions (Using Q&A Feature of Zoom) 



Let’s 



Year 9 NAPLAN – How do you fare? 

















Session 1 

1.Introduction – Why should we (and our students) care about grammar?

2.Why Good Grammar Matters (connections to VCE English/EAL Study Design, Australian Curriculum and 

NAPLAN)

3.Challenges of Enhancing Students’ Poor Grammar and Literacy Skills

4.The Main Stands of Linguistics Explained (phonetics, phonology, morphology, syntax, semantics, historical 

linguistics, sociolinguistics)

5.Method – not taught in isolation! Must be embedded in the texts, topics, themes etc. you are teaching 



Why should we (and our 
students) care about grammar? 











Why Good Grammar Matters (in our setting) 

1.VCE English/EAL Study Design

“They use planning and drafting to test and clarify their ideas, and editing for clear and coherent 

expression” (p. 10)

“Apply the conventions of spelling, punctuation and syntax of Standard Australian English accurately 

and appropriately” (p. 11)

“identify and analyse - language used by the writers and creators of texts to position an audience” (p. 12)  



Assessment Criteria (English and EAL Exams) 

Section B will be assessed against the following criteria:

•knowledge and understanding of the text, and the ideas and issues it explores, demonstrated appropriately in 

response to the topic

•development of a coherent analysis in response to the topic

•control of expressive and effective language, as appropriate to the task



Assessment Criteria (English and EAL Exams) 

Question 2 of Section C will be assessed against the following criteria:

• analysis of the use of argument and language to try to persuade

• control of the mechanics of the English language to convey meaning 



Why Good Grammar Matters (in our setting) 

2. Australian Curriculum (General Capabilities)

 

3. NAPLAN – language conventions (spelling, grammar and punctuation) as evidenced from our 

warm-up activity 







Grammar Knowledge (AusVELS)
•This element involves students understanding the role of grammatical features in the construction of meaning in the texts they 

compose and comprehend.

•Students understand how different types of sentence structures present, link and elaborate ideas, and how different types of 

words and word groups convey information and represent ideas in the learning areas. They gain understanding of the 

grammatical features through which opinion, evaluation, point of view and bias are constructed in texts. In developing and acting with 

literacy, students:

•use knowledge of sentence structures

•use knowledge of words and word groups

•express opinion and point of view.



VCAA F-10 EAL Curriculum (2021 Implementation) 

Here is a link to the new curriculum 

Aims

The EAL curriculum aims to ensure that students:

- develop fundamental functional English language and literacy skills
- understand how Standard Australian English works in its spoken and print forms and in 

combination with non-linguistic forms of communication to create meaning
- develop their communicative skills, linguistic knowledge and cultural understandings in English 

and their other language/s, to enable their full participation in Australian society.

https://victoriancurriculum.vcaa.vic.edu.au/english/english-as-an-additional-language-eal/introduction/rationale-and-aims


VCAA F-10 EAL Curriculum 

Strands
Within each language mode, the content descriptions are grouped into strands.

Linguistic structures and features focuses on control over the structures and features of 
spoken and written English, at the levels of word, sentence and whole text. Linguistic 
structures and features of texts include an understanding of the genre, form and language 
conventions selected by authors to convey meaning.



Challenges of Enhancing Students’ Poor 
Grammar and Literacy Skills 

•“We don’t teach grammar anymore” (negative community views)

•Poor grammar is all around us (as evidenced from past slides)

•Poor grammar has almost become socially acceptable

•Internet language (see McCulloch) tweeting for example (standard syntax rules don’t apply)

•Slang – texting

•Lack of reading

•Oral English focus

•Bi- and multi-lingual students

•Parents not reinforcing/modelling good grammar at home





The Main Stands of Linguistics Explained

Linguistics: the nature of language in all its aspects, including its structure and diversity, how it changes and evolves, how people acquire it and 

use it to communicate.

•phonetics (the production and representation of speech sounds)

•phonology (the organisation of sounds in a language)

•morphology (the structures of words)

•syntax (the organisation of words in sentences)

• semantics and pragmatics (the analysis of meaning)

• historical linguistics (language change)

•sociolinguistics (language variation and use)





My Method for Teaching and Learning Grammar 
(Deductively)

•Not taught in isolation!

•Should be embedded in the texts you’re teaching

•All teachers need to teach the literacy of their subjects (not just English and EAL teachers)

•A deductive/enquiry approach rather than didactic!

•Use visuals!

•Get the kids doing something physical: “the person who is doing the thinking is doing the learning”

•Check out this article  

https://www.edutopia.org/article/talk-less-so-students-learn-more


5 Stage Process 

1.Elicitation of Prior Knowledge

2.Presentation in context! (rule explained and demonstrated – use visuals where possible )

3.Practice (students practice rule with guided exercises in context)

4.Production (students practice, apply and polish rule in authentic learning contexts

-Analysing texts

-Creating texts (written/spoken)

5.Definition (students figure out the rule(s) themselves) 



Session 2 

Morphology… How I teach...

•Parts of Speech

•Nominalisation



Word Classes (Parts of Speech)  

•How many do you know? 





Application Activities and Suggestions 

•Unjumble activity

•Sentence labelling

•Using highlighters – highlight the 8 parts of speech in the first three paragraphs of the text extract 

provided ‘The Year It All Ended’ (divide sections of text into pairs in classroom, or focus on one 

particular part of speech) 



Text Extract Highlighting Task 

Here is the link to the extract 

1. You need to type up the extract (or screenshot from e-book) 
2. Use current English texts (or familiar text extracts)
3. Divide up sections among class
4. Look for all parts of speech in a specific section or a single part of speech as a focus 
5. What do students notice? 
6. Which parts of speech dominate the text? Why? 
7. Use different texts for different parts of speech (e.g. a recipe for verbs) 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZR16Df__v0EAuy2FGlGBpZJXXqiB9II3/view?usp=sharing


Using Colours 

Here are examples of the 8 parts of speech used in sentences. In the following sentences, the main 

verb is in red , any nouns are in blue , pronouns in green , adjectives in yellow , adverbs in purple, 

prepositions in orange , conjunctions in brown , articles are in pink, and interjections in grey.

The third example sentence contains all 8 parts of speech from the previous activity.

Challenge: write your own sentence using all 8 parts of speech. 



Using Colours 

Hurray! Spain won the World Cup!

My investments doubled last year and I bought a yacht . Yippee!

Woo hoo! Susan was accepted into university  because of her excellent ATAR



Make a Parts of Speech Flip-Book



Make a Parts of Speech Flip-Book



Parts of Speech Posters



What’s the rule?  What did you learn?

•Note down your take-away(s) from our ‘Parts of Speech’ exercises

Here is the link to my folder on Parts of Speech  

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Byl0OXB4cIXkAWOM68OHqTCC8madak5-?usp=sharing


Nominalisation

What is nominalistion?

Why do we use nominaliston?

Can you think of an example?

Can you find an example in our text extract ‘The Year It All Ended’? 



Nominalisation – What is it?

•Academic writing frequently uses nominalisations; that is, the noun forms of verbs.

•The process of nominalisation turns verbs (actions or events) into nouns (things, concepts or people).

•The sentence is now no longer describing actions: it is focused on objects or concepts; for example:

We walked for charity.

The verb 'walked’ is nominalised to the noun 'walk’

The charity walk .....



Nominalisation – What is it?

•As you can see from the example above, when a verb is nominalised, it becomes a concept rather 

than an action. As a consequence, the tone of your writing will sound more abstract and also more 

formal; for example:

We walked for charity. We raised money for the Leukemia Foundation.

The charity walk raised money for the Leukemia Foundation.



Nominalisation – How I teach it 

•Start with nouns (parts of speech). Then move on to abstract nouns (fear, hate, love, justice, bravery, friendship)

•Then move on to prefixes and suffixes (Afflixation) – how do we create meaning by adding prefixes and suffixes on to nouns?

•Then move on to word building to create nominalised expressions

e.g. His anxiety was at an all time high prior to entering the exam.

Anxious                         anxiety

•Why do we use nominalisation? – Students need to understand purpose as well as how to do it!

•Practice nominalising and “de-nominalising” 



Let’s practice (Surnames A-J do 1st column, L-Z 2nd column)



ANSWERS



Now let’s try some simple sentences. 
Replace the adjective with a noun. 

1. The graphs show a significant ___________ (different) between the ages at which men and women 
should marry.

2. The ___________ (strong) of the government’s argument for changing the law is that many car 
accidents happen whilst drivers are speaking on their mobile phones. 

3. The ___________ (deep) of the lake means that no one has ever seen the bottom. 



Answers! Now let’s try some simple sentences. 
Replace the adjective with a noun. 

1. The graphs show a significant difference (different) between the ages at which men and women should 
marry.

2. The strength (strong) of the government’s argument for changing the law is that many car accidents 
happen whilst drivers are speaking on their mobile phones. 

3. The depth (deep) of the lake means that no one has ever seen the bottom. 



Now let’s try some simple sentences. 
Replace the verbs with a noun. 

1. She wrote books that children enjoy. 
2. Our city needs to assess the recycling system.
3. I hope that my students will understand how to use nominalisation.  
4. I failed to get enough marks to get into university because I was ill on 

the day of the exam. 



Answers! Now let’s try some simple sentences. 
Replace the verbs with a noun. (words in green have 
been added to sentences) 

1. Children enjoyed her writing. 
2. Our city needs an assessment of the recycling system. 
3. My hope is that my students will gain an understanding of how to use 

nominalisation.  
4. My failure to get into university is due to my illness on the day of the 

exam.
(Note: it’s ok if you had slightly different answers! As long as the sentence is grammatically correct and the original meaning is 
the same, you may find that your answer differs slightly!) 



What is nominalisation? 
(let’s listen to the experts)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9YM7x_1-_pA


What is the process? What are you doing?

See if you can jot down in your own words the steps needed to nominalise. 



How do you do it? Here are the steps!  

1. Locate the verb/adjective in the sentence
2. Nominalise the verb/adjective (= turn it into a noun) check wordhippo.com if you’re not sure
3. Identify the main idea of the sentence
4. Re-write the sentence (you may need to take out some words and add in new words for the 

sentence to make sense)

5. Remember: the main idea of the sentence needs to be the same as the original  



Example #1 

The committee, having regard to the totality of the factors considered above, concluded, 

given the low urgency ascribed to the need for choice relative to the need for baseline 

provision of goods, that there was not currently a gap on the spectrum of adequacy sufficient 

to conclude that the provision of pharmaceutical services is not currently secured to the 

standard of adequacy. 



Here is an example from our novel (Chapter 12)



Start with easy examples…



Start with easy examples…



Example #1 





Nominalisation requires adding a suffix to 
the verb, to change verb to noun.

Verb suffix Noun

Explore

Supervise

Farm

Star

Refuse

Break

Amaze

-(a)tion

-ion

-ing

-dom

-al

-age

-ment

exploration

supervision

farming

stardom

refusal

breakage

amazement



Define the rule, what are the steps? 



Wrap Up: Nominalisation 

•What are your take-aways?

•What did you learn? 

Here is a link to my Google Drive folder on Nominalisation 

And to a Google Form (Quiz) I made on Nominalisation (may need to request access as I made it in 

my work account) 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1-JwUW3kJmD1W-70yGeKJmgGIJ80j6WUc?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1LTgAsFB9yFVu3IBpOBh6Y3tVkj6OoSbLRzeYtxAAjXU/prefill


Extra Resources 

10 Practical Tips for Teaching Language Remotely (LOTE specific but also applies to EAL - focus on making it 
fun and visual)

Time lapse video 

25 Things You Didn’t Know Google Slides Could Do

Check out my blog:

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/10-practical-tips-teaching-languages-remotely-milica-savic/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1O65JJ6alNLOBbpYxg0mB_vOx2vqlhKye/view
https://shakeuplearning.com/blog/25-things-you-didnt-know-google-slides-could-do/?fbclid=IwAR1UfhFSDMmLY4gBAOePWkolTgmRVy6KaAbUzDkAi6MYcB84pZUQqweelnA
https://www.zealousenglish.com/blog


Grammar Links

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9nKWrOxInft2dNfgSFFvsA (Grammar Girl)

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHaHD477h-FeBbVh9Sh7syA (BBC Learn English)

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVI-AT2fwvmpDEYPoHlcsWQ (Oxford Dictionaries)

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCq275NTZWksm70kbb-zcZUw (ABC Learn English)

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrRiVfHqBIIvSgKmgnSY66g (mmmEnglish) - good for Adults and upper secondary 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCOsCwMammtm9TXnE0BMbKzw (Flocabulry – for younger year levels)

https://thegoodcopy.com.au/ (Grammar School in Melbourne) 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9nKWrOxInft2dNfgSFFvsA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHaHD477h-FeBbVh9Sh7syA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVI-AT2fwvmpDEYPoHlcsWQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCq275NTZWksm70kbb-zcZUw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrRiVfHqBIIvSgKmgnSY66g
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCOsCwMammtm9TXnE0BMbKzw
https://thegoodcopy.com.au/


Resources I recommend (for students) 

Please see resources in Google Drive 

Years 7 and 8 EAL 
prescribed textbook

Years 9 and 10 EAL 
prescribed textbook

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1iqZwnXpsMGXa6SfR5_QYsaaWlLQV3vm2


Resources I recommend (for students) 

Year 11 IB English B 
prescribed textbook



Resources I recommend (for teachers)
Please also see resources in Google Drive

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1iqZwnXpsMGXa6SfR5_QYsaaWlLQV3vm2


Make your classroom grammar friendly 



Posters! (student made and purchased)

https://shop.theoatmeal.com/products/grammar-pack


Let me know if you have any more 
questions! 

All materials will be available at conclusion of session via a Google Drive folder

as well as additional presentations I have made this year.  

julialippold@gmail.com 

lippoldju@lauriston.vic.edu.au

info@zealousenglish.com 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/19D62t9kIgjEaoTyrJXA1qOEdjGdd1aHP?usp=sharing
mailto:julialippold@gmail.com
mailto:lippoldju@lauriston.vic.edu.au
mailto:info@zealousenglish.com


Thanks for Listening!
Any questions?

Julia Lippold - EAL Coordinator (Years 7-12) & English Teacher at Lauriston Girls’ School; Founder and Creator of 
Zealous English  

julialippold@gmail.com 

lippoldju@lauriston.vic.edu.au

info@zealousenglish.com 

mailto:julialippold@gmail.com
mailto:lippoldju@lauriston.vic.edu.au
mailto:info@zealousenglish.com
https://www.zealousenglish.com/


Participants Questions

Start young! The younger the better. 

Use the grammar terms - don’t dumb it down (unless you have remedial students e.g. “blue words” for verbs . But 
be consistent across the school (have a universal language)

Repetition - you need to keep coming back to it.

Make it VISUAL, FUN and INTERACTIVE (get kids to do the thinking) Make stuff - tactile learning is very helpful!

Strategies apply for junior, HS and adults. 

yes there is an order - start at word level, then move to sentence level e.g. affixation, parts of speech, then 
nominalistion (work backwards to find your starting point)

Remote teaching tips → see my blog about this 

Find a balance between taught in context (try to connect with texts and topics as it helps student to see the usage) 
and explicitly - older students can cope better with explicit grammar

https://www.zealousenglis



